Financial Planning for the Unexpected
By Jeff Secord, CFP®CAP®
Are you prepared for the hurricane season? The people in hurricane Dorian’s path certainly had to
prepare. What would you do if a hurricane was a direct threat to you? If you were warned about it, how
would you prepare for it?
Preparing for a hurricane is like financial planning
for the unexpected with one exception. As
financial advisors, our job on your behalf, is to
save you time and energy and give you more
confidence in the decisions we make together.
Key areas of focus are:
 cash reserves
 accumulation vs. distribution
 estate planning

Cash Reserves: Having cash on hand or readily available is a growing concern among most Americans.
When the unexpected happens, we often do not have enough cash to compensate for any deviation
from our plan… especially a severe event like a hurricane, death of a spouse, divorce, medical
emergency, etc. Some common causes of inefficient cash reserves are:





Lack of spending discipline
Too much debt
Career change
Family emergencies

Accumulation vs Distribution: At this point in your financial life cycle, are you a saver or a spender?
Depending on how you would answer this question, dramatically effects life in retirement. Studies using
data from back to 1994* suggest a reasonable distribution rate from your investment portfolios of 4%.
Currently, Americans have had unrealistic expectations of economic growth. A rate of 2% to 3% may be
the best we can expect in the next economic cycle…possibly even a recession. With financial markets at
high levels and uncertain economic forecasts, we may have to lower our expectations of investment
returns**…to suggest:




Accumulators may need to save more.
Distributors may need to spend less (withdraw rates should be reduced to 3% to 3.5% range to
maintain purchasing power)
Both accumulators and distributors may need to adjust anticipated spending needs to
accommodate one’s lifestyle.

Estate Planning: Proper financial planning
acts as a type of protection for your estate.
Planning for the long term is how good
financial advisors helps you makes sure
your estate plan makes sense. Ultimately
this process saves you time, creates
empowerment and peace of mind. We like
to sit down and solve the following for you:







Designing your legacy
o You
o Your family
o Your community
Minimizing taxes on your estate and your heirs
Maximizing the value of your estate by cutting unnecessary expenses
Reducing risk
Ensuring specific goals and needs are accomplished

Financial planning for the unexpected can be intimidating, but don’t let it bother you. Like preparing for
a hurricane, steps can be taken to minimize risk such as getting help from an experienced financial
planning team. You and your financial advisor are a team. TEAM is an acronym for “Together Everyone
Accomplishes More”. It takes team collaboration to successfully prepare for financial uncertainty.
Providing as much information as possible about your life to a financial planner can help you save you
time, worry and energy.
At the end of the day, you should prepare yourself financially like you would for a hurricane. Staying up
to date with information, emergency plans, and protection items for financial purposes can all be
achieved by consulting a financial planner. Take the necessary steps to plan for uncertainty. Prepare for
the unexpected!
*Determining Withdrawal Rates Using Historical Data, by William Bengen, Journal of Finance, 1994
**Morgan Stanley sees market returns tumbling over next 10-years by Adam Haigh; Bloomberg News;
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